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“For at last, what is our imagination but our life force alive and manifesting.”
– Abner Prior

ImagInatIon InspIred



“Doubts can be blessings, for they can help us renew and strengthen the belief and faith in ourselves.”
– Abner Prior



G E T T I N G  W E T  I N  T H E  R I V E R  O F  L I F E

The same boiling water that softens the potato hardens the egg. Its about 
what you’re made of not the circumstances. If embraced, doubts can be 
like the tempering of steel, lessening its brittleness and reducing internal 
stress. Thus, let doubts be the tempering of our own being, allowing for the 
nonresistance to the ebb and flow of life, as its river meanders and takes 
turns unseen until upon us. Like a whitewater kayaker who overturns in 
the cascading fall, with faith and skill, rights themselves, and continues  
unafraid to the next one. For the joy is in the journey, and in the turbulence, 
is the thrill.



“For what is healing but a change of consciousness… those beliefs and attitudes  
which we hold about ourselves and our way of being in the world?”

– Abner Prior

the FIne art oF healIng



“In healing, the wisdom we acquire becomes our medicine.”
– Abner Prior



A  J O Y O U S  B I R T H

The nature of healing is a revelation of expanded awareness. The process 
of healing asks of us the creation of a personal inventory … the uncovering 
and realization of those attitudes and beliefs we hold about ourselves and 
our way of being in the world. For it is from the womb of greater awareness 
that enlightenment is born. 



“If you find me not within you, you will never find me.  
For I have been with you, from the beginning.”

– Rumi

the Beauty oF our oneness



“The shortest distance between two people is a smile, for smiles are the universal language.  
And what are smiles but stars that shine so bright you can see them in the daylight?”

– Abner Prior



T H E  L O O K  O F  L O V E

When in doubt, smile, laugh and bring someone closer to you and the world 
will be better for it. Smiles and laughter are the medicine of the heart. They 
are a higher vibration that lift all whom may they touch. They are a power 
of healing that requires no prescription. Their dosages have no limits and 
may be taken anywhere at anytime. At last, their healing power comes back 
to you, for in healing others, you are also healed. For love is, indeed, in the 
eye and heart of the beholder.



“What is the road less traveled… but our own unique and authentic life journey?  
When we live our lives as our true selves, we are free and unencumbered.”

– Abner Prior

What the road less traveled  
passes By and Why It makes  

all the dIFFerence In the World



“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do  
than the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor.  

Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore, dream, Discover.”
– Mark Twain



H O I S T  T H E  S A I L  A N D  S T E A D Y  A S  S H E  G O E S

If we don’t leave the safety of what we already know, how we will 
know what we haven’t yet seen? Or expressed as the common phrase:  
“we don’t know what we don’t know.” I like to think of leaving the harbor as  
pushing the self-addressed envelope, addressed to the unknown, into the 
cosmic mailbox of the infinite. As always, its fear that keeps us anchored 
in the safe harbor, tucked away and sheltered from both the storms of 
the unknown on the open sea, but more importantly depriving us of the  
discoveries of the greater possibilities that our lives represent and  
waiting for us to grasp onto. If we would but set sail, leave the harbor  
behind and letting fear disappear in our wake, as we slip through the waves, 
our sails billowing with the wind of courage, carry us over the horizon to a  
destination only imagined, trimming the sails as we go.



“I have spent many days stringing and unstringing my instrument  
while the song I came to sing remains unsung.”

– Tagore

a poem oF ecstasy



“Those who wish to sing, always find a song.”
– Swedish Proberb



W I T H  A  S O N G  O N  M Y  L I P S  
A N D  A  P R AY E R  I N  M Y  H E A R T

“Stray birds of summer come to my window to sing and fly away. And 
yellow leaves of autumn, which have no songs, flutter and fall there with a 
sigh.” - Tagore

Songbirds … spreading the sweet joy of being alive. I’ve often wondered 
as I passed a bird, singing cheerfully their melody on a branch above, are 
they singing just for me … to cheer my heart on this day? For they always 
remind me that I, too, can sing a melody for anyone I would meet along my 
way, that may cheer their heart on this day. For my song is also a prayer 
from my heart, a prayer of gratitude for being alive, this, another day.

“Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.” 
- Mark Twain



“For every beauty, there is an eye somewhere to see it. For every truth, there is an ear  
somewhere to hear it. For every love, there is a heart somewhere to receive it.”

– Ivan Panin

love and gratItude  
are the FaIrest Blossoms  

WhIch sprIng From the soul



“Your heart and my heart are very old friends.”
– Hafiz



Y O U ’ V E  G O T  A  F R I E N D

Old souls know each other on sight, no introductions needed, only a brief 
recalling of their last tango. The heart has its own language that needs no 
translation, as it is timeless and stretches across the known and unknown 
reaches of the universe. For as Rumi said: “Goodbyes are only for those 
who love with their eyes. Because for those who love with heart and soul 
there is no such things as separation.”

“Depth of friendship does not depend on length of acquaintance.” - Tagore

For those who love ... never want for friends.
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